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NickMoline (The Host)
	CO Capt Bodine (Mike Johnson)
	OPS Ens Alenis (Alexander Jones)
CEO Lt. Jadera Takor (Christina Doane)
	CIV Nyira (Barbara Moline)
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Guest Appearances By (in order of appearance):
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Mission Transcript



Command - Host NickMoline says:

GLOBAL SCENE: The U.S.S. Anderson and the U.S.S. Trinneer have arrived at Arcadia Station, the Anderson bringing Admiral Regnum, and the Trinneer bringing Lieutenant Peterson to join the crew

The reason the 2 ships are here are to help tractor the fleet yard over to the station as Starfleet has given the station clearance to attempt to physically connect the two with an umbilical, thus allowing easy movement back and forth between the station and the drydock.

Regnum and Peterson have moved into their respective quarters and are starting to make a home for themselves aboard Arcadia as they are here to stay this time.





Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
Captain's Log Stardate 11507.13 We are nearly ready to complete the fusion of the Dry-dock and Arcadia. The Trinneer and the Anderson and they have brought back Admiral Regnum and Lt. Peterson to stay. It will be nice having them around again.

Perhaps after this is all done Regnum and I can really catch up. For now there is work to be done.

Resume "Cold Fusion" -- Episode 2

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
*CEO*: Please report to Operations.

Arcadia - OPS Ens Alenis says:
::In OPS, station on and bright, fingers flying across the keys while watching the comm traffic monitors:: CO: Everything looks clear to begin, sir. Comms are opens, transporter standing by and we're receiving from both ships

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
*CO*: On my way. ::Steps into TR to ho to OPS::

Arcadia - CIV Nyira says:
::Sits in the back corner of the Pub watching the flow of customers as she slowly eats most of the regulars have been told to leave her be until she comes to chat with them she is very glad of this not feeling ready to socialize just yet:: 

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
::heads into his ready room for a couple minutes and come back out with 3 small boxes::



Arcadia - CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Sits in the office monitoring the checkpoint remotely through body cameras and doing paperwork. Sipping some coffee he watched one of his officers checking ID of two engineers.::

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
::arrives in OPS:: CO: You wanted to see me Sir? 

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
::Wearing her standard work uniform with pockets and random tools::

Arcadia - OPS Ens Alenis says:
::glances at the captain with a mild look of curiosity before returning to the board in front of her::

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
CEO: I did one moment please.

Arcadia - CTO Lt. JG Cadarn says:
::Enters a lift ordering it to OPS::

Arcadia - Host Adm Regnum says:
::enters Operations:: CO: Requesting permission to enter Operations sir?

Arcadia - OPS Ens Alenis says:
::throws Takor a quick smile::

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
::Smiles at the 'hurry up and wait' that seems eternal. Smiles back at ops:: OPS: Hows the day? ::Goes over while she waits for the CO's notice::

Arcadia - OPS Ens Alenis says:
CEO: Other than civies claiming 'priority 1' on comms, it's great so far. How are you?

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
OPS: They do like to do that, well enough. Better once we finalize this project, my bed misses me. I found a note from it yesterday asking me when I was coming home...::She joked::



Arcadia - CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::His earpiece was abuzz with radio traffic as the checkpoints communicated with each other and control. Getting up Dukath made his way over to where several officers were managing the ops center. Leaning over one of the officers shoulders he spoke into his headpiece. Foxtrot 1, they are clear ::He watched the officer wave the engineers through::

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
OPS: Ensign ::goes up to the head of Station Operations::

Arcadia - OPS Ens Alenis says:
::laughs at Takor remake softly before turning towards Bodine: CO: Sir!

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
Adm: Hello Admiral .. Permission granted ... Unsure what to do with the sir part though .. sir.

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
Adm: Welcome back.

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
::Turns to nod respectfully at the Admiral

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
::turns back to Ensign Alenis::

Arcadia - CTO Lt. JG Cadarn says:
::Steps off the lift, it seeming to have taken forever to get there, he steps into operations.::

Arcadia - Host Adm Regnum says:
CO: Thank you "Captain" ::he says putting extra emphesis on the position since John had referred to him as Admiral:: good to be home.

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
OPS: I Commanding Officer of Arcadia Station hearby promote you to the rank of Lieutenant Junior Grade. For your Dedicated service to Starfleet

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
::takes a black pip out of the box and attaches it to the Lieutenant color::

Arcadia - OPS Ens Alenis says:
::Slowly stands and faces the captain:: CO: Thank you, sir. Thank you so much.

Arcadia - OPS Ens Alenis says:
::Salutes the Captain and the Admiral::

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
::Smiles at her friend pleased::

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
OPS: Congratulations Lieutenant. You earned it.

Arcadia - CTO Lt. JG Cadarn says:
::Sees the captain talking with Alenis and the admiral nearby he quietly moves to his station, relieving the duty officer there.::

Arcadia - OPS Lt. JG Alenis says:
CO: Thank you, sir. ::starts beaming from ear to ear as it starts to sink in::

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
::turns to Takor:: CEO: Now Jadera, Given how busy Arcadia has been and how vital our support of all the ships coming and going in the sector is, I have decided I can't have a Junior Officer running such a large Engineering Operations. It just won't do. 

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
::her smile faded as she came to attention::

Arcadia - CTO Lt. JG Cadarn says:
::Grins at Alenis' reaction as he settles into his station, remember his first promotion while with the defense forces and feeling similar.::

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
CO: I'm just fine Sir.

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
::Looks at the box like she vaguely expects it to bite::


Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
CEO: I hereby promote you to the rank of Full grade Lieutenant. for leadership and quick thinking under pressure. Both talents I think you will continue to need moving forward.

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
::steps up to the Engineer removes her black pip and replaces it with a second gold one::

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
CO: Thank You Sir but I don't feel as I deserve this...::She says trying to be polite::

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
CEO: Congratulations Lieutenant. 

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
::Whispers to him as he pins it on her collar::

Anderson - CO Capt Yan says:
COM: Arcadia: Anderson to Arcadia

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
CEO: Well I do.

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
::Since one doesn't tell a CO his opinion is wrong Takor says nothing but looks serious::

Arcadia - CIV Nyira says:
<Ramone>::walks over to his daughter and smiles seeing that she had ate half of her plate of chicken fried steak and mashed potatos:: Nyira: do you need anything else sweetheart? 

Arcadia - CTO Lt. JG Cadarn says:
::Smiling he makes a mental note to buy the two some bloodwine.::


Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
::turns to Cadarn:: CTO: Mister Cadarn. ::holding one final box::

Arcadia - OPS Lt. JG Alenis says:
::Slowly sits down, still smiling, now at Takor and her own promotion::

Arcadia - CEO Lt. JG Takor says:
::Looks at OPS and shrugs, feeling like she could almost feel the weight of the pip on her neck::

Arcadia - CTO Lt. JG Cadarn says:
::Looks up from his console.::  CO:  Captain.

Arcadia - CIV Nyira says:
:: handing her empty glass to her dad she nods:: Ramone: Some more soda please. 

Arcadia - OPS Lt. JG Alenis says:
COM: Anderson: Arcadia here. Go ahead Anderson

Arcadia - CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Points to some info and looks up to see officers waving away some maintenance workers. Sipping his coffee Dukath sighed and rubbed his eyes because he was tired and still sore. Looking at Mara's camera he noticed that she was making her rounds around the checkpoints. Keeping them on their toes.::

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
CTO: Mister Cadarn you have been a rock in rough times. ::smiles:: I hereby promote you to the rank of Full Lieutenant as well. For Distinguished service to the Station and upholding the best traditions of Starfleet. 

Arcadia - CIV Nyira says:
<Ramone> Nyira: of course ::he takes the glass and leans in as if to kiss her on the top of her head but he stops when he sees her stiffen in reaction to his close proximity::

Anderson - CO Capt Yan says:
COM: Arcadia: We've just received word from Starfleet that we are needed urgently to answer a distress call.  The Anderson and the Trinneer are the closest ships capable of helping, so we have to leave immediately.  We'll be back to help you tow your drydock, but for the moment we've got to go, requesting emergency clearance to disembark.

Arcadia - CTO Lt. JG Cadarn says:
::Grins.:: CO:  Thank you captain, it’s been an honor to serve.

Arcadia - OPS Lt. JG Alenis says:
CO: Sorry to interrupt sir but the Anderson and Trineer are requesting emergency permission to leave. Starfleet wants them to answer to a distress signal

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
OPS: Thanks I will take care of it. 

Arcadia - OPS Lt. JG Alenis says:
::looks over at Cadarn:: CTO: Sorry to cut that short

Anderson - CO Capt Yan says:
FCO: Lay in a course for the distress call, maximum warp as soon as we have clearance to leave.

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
COM: Yan: Captain Yan this is Bodine, you are cleared to depart Captain good hunting we will take some more time with prep work and get all our ducks in a row while you are gone. Be safe out there.

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
CTO: Have Flight Ops clear them a path please.

Anderson - CO Capt Yan says:
COM: Arcadia: Thank you Captain, we'll see you soon.

Anderson - CO Capt Yan says:
FCO: Pull away from the station orbit and engage.

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
ALL: I do not have any more party favors for today we have work to do.  We should get to it.

Arcadia - CEO Lt Takor says:
::Move to her station eager to focus on work::

Arcadia - CTO Lt. JG Cadarn says:
::Shakes his head.::  OPS:  You did what was needed  no reason to apologize  ::Pauses then smiling say.::  Lt.

Command - Host Adm Regnum says:
GLOBAL ACTION: The Anderson and the Trinneer pull away from the station to a safe distance and then engage warp engines warping away at Ludicrous Speed

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
CTO/OPS: I want you two to get the power and ODN lines finished for the final connection. CTO: You have Command of Operations I plan to oversee business on the Yard personally.

Arcadia - OPS Lt. JG Alenis says:
::steps back to her station and resumes checking the comm lines::

Arcadia - CTO Lt. JG Cadarn says:
::Nods to the captain.:: CO:  Yes sir.  ::Moves down to the flight control area and works with the man manning that station to ensure the ships had the proper clearance.

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
CEO: I need you and your best team on the Fleet yard with me to finalize everything. So you are with me

Arcadia - CSEC CPL Kaas says:
What? Well don't get lazy people, stay frosty. ::Sighing he returned to his desk and picked up a PADD::

Arcadia - CTO Lt. JG Cadarn says:
CO:  Understood sir.  ::Glances around OPS.::  All:  First round of drinks is on me when we are done with our shift.

Arcadia - CEO Lt Takor says:
CO: Yes Sir ::Sends a message for a team to meet them there and gets another engineer to monitor the engineering station in ops then goes to stand with the CO::


Arcadia - OPS Lt. JG Alenis says:
All: Seconds on me!

Arcadia - OPS Lt. JG Alenis says:
CO/CEO: Energizing on your command, sir.

Arcadia - CEO Lt Takor says:
::Smiles at the others exuberance::

Arcadia - CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Looks at his watch and yawns::

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
CSec: would you and Mara be willing to come over to the Dock and help the Engineers and I with a little elbow Greece and manual labor Corporal?

Arcadia - CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Nearly drifting off Dukath jolted straight rigid in his chair at Bodine's voice:: CO: Sir yes sir! On the double sir!

Arcadia - CTO Lt Cadarn says:
::Steps back to his station doing a quick check of the tactical sensors before returning to the current job at hand.::  OPS:  How are the power levels looking, are we ready for the added load the fleet yard will put on the system?

Arcadia - CIV Nyira says:
<Ramone>:: goes and refills Nyira's drink happy she is eating better but can't help his heart braking alittle each time she stiffens:: 

Arcadia - OPS Lt. JG Alenis says:
CTO: Should be ready. We may have a short flash of power loss in some civilian areas but it should only last 15 seconds at most

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
::heads to the Turbolift with CEO and CSec::  CTO: You have Operations::

Arcadia - CTO Lt Cadarn says:
::Nods to the captain.::  CO:  Yes sir.

Arcadia - EO Lt Peterson says:
::walks into the pub::

Arcadia - EO Lt Peterson says:
::sees Nyira in the back of the room, but doesn't know if he should approach or not::

Arcadia - CTO Lt Cadarn says:
OPS:  We should send out a station wide message before we connect everything up just to ensure that everyone is aware of the possibility, don't want to scare the populace.  ::Grins.::

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
Computer: Level 34 Lower Module.

Arcadia - CEO Lt Takor says:
::Waits with CO and Csec in TR::

Arcadia - CEO Lt Takor says:
::Mentally going over the steps needed with the upcoming prep::

Arcadia - OPS Lt. JG Alenis says:
CTO: Message is on standyby now. I was going to wait to send it until we were 15 minutes out

Arcadia - CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Is standing rigid with Mara at his side in a similar pose. Both wearing service dress with their barracks covers off.::

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
::enters the cargo-bay near one of the 2 connection bulkheads and moves to the cargo transport pad glances at the security as the pass near one of the now restricted corridors::::

Arcadia - CIV Nyira says:
<Ramone> ::spots Lt Peterson not sure what the boy's relationship with his daugther is but thinks it might be good for her:: EO: Hi there son. 

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
CSec: I wanted to stop by this way to make sure security was in place.

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
CSec: Looks good to me. ::gets on one of the Cargo transport pads::

Arcadia - CEO Lt Takor says:
::Wonders how marines don't sprain something when they stand like that then walks with the others::

Arcadia - EO Lt Peterson says:
Ramone: Hello sir ::he says walking over to the man, he lowers his voice:: How is she?

Arcadia - CEO Lt Takor says:
::Stands on her own transport pad::

Arcadia - CIV Nyira says:
<Ramone>::sees Peterson look towards Nyira:: EO: would you mind doing me a favor we are a bit busy would you take this over to Nyira for me? You can find out for yourself. 

Arcadia - CTO Lt Cadarn says:
OPS:  Good call.  ::pulls up his messages to see if the captain had responded to his tactical concerns about the fleet yard addition as he continues talking.:: Any concerns with the added power drain on the generators?

Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
*OPS*: This is Bodine my team is ready to transport over to the Dock.

Arcadia - CEO Lt Takor says:
CO: The rest of my team is waiting for us there Sir

Arcadia - CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Neither Marine speak at the compliment but nod in that have heard it. Marching in step behind the officers both Klingon's dress shoes make tapping sounds on the decking.::

Arcadia - EO Lt Peterson says:
Ramone: Yes sir ::takes the drink from Ramone and walks cautiously over to Nyira, then decides perhaps he should try a little bit of humor:: CIV: Your order miss


Arcadia - CO Capt Bodine says:
CEO: That is good.

Arcadia - CIV Nyira says:
::looks at Tony:: EO: since when did you become a waiter? 

Arcadia - OPS Lt. JG Alenis says:
*CO* Energizing

Arcadia - EO Lt Peterson says:
CIV: Well times are tough...  Had to find work somewhere

Arcadia - EO Lt Peterson says:
CIV: I heard the boss here is excellent.

Command - Host Adm Regnum says:
GLOBAL ACTION: The team beams over to the Drydock

Yard - CO Capt Bodine says:
::looks around::

Yard - CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::Instinct makes him clear his surroundings instinctively:: CO: Sir, permission to change order of march to enlisted in front, sir

Arcadia - CIV Nyira says:
::can't help a small laugh:: EO: I'm sure you are over qualified for the job. 

Yard - CO Capt Bodine says:
CEO: This is your show what needs to still be done here. How are the new bulkhead hatches? Also we need to figure out power limits and reserves on the dock. Tactical wants a way to be able to put phasers on the dock and a way to detach it as well.

Yard - CO Capt Bodine says:
CEO: I have not told the CTO yet I will allow phasers on the dock but I do not want Torpedo launchers installed.

Yard - CO Capt Bodine says:
COM: Arcadia: This is Drydock Prep team we have arrived and will start final work.


Yard - CEO Lt Takor says:
CO: And it makes breakfast...::She muttered good-naturedly:: CO: We have to prep for the ODN hook up ::Shows CO her PADD:: CO: This is the calculations for power limits and reserves.

Arcadia - Host Adm Regnum says:
::walks around in Operations, taking a look through the main viewer, remembering his old days in the Captain's Chair::

Yard - CEO Lt Takor says:
CO: Are you sure you don't want torpedo launchers? Maybe I can swing a fighter wing quick launch area....

Arcadia - CTO Lt Cadarn says:
::Glances up from his console as he notices movement and looks up, having forgotten the admiral was there.::

Arcadia - EO Lt Peterson says:
CIV: May I join you?

Yard - CO Capt Bodine says:
::nearly grins at the Engineer but quickly tries to hide it:: CEO: Yes I am sure. Launchers means storing ordinance, and I do not like the risk involved in that on a structure with light armor.

Yard - CO Capt Bodine says:
CSec: Sure Corporal.

Arcadia - Host Adm Regnum says:
~~~ CO: Don't stay away too long John, I might steal that nice chair of yours ~~~

Yard - CSEC CPL Kaas says:
::The two Marines with precision wheel around the gathered officers in prefect parade march before forming in front.::

Arcadia - CTO Lt Cadarn says:
::Finishes going through his messages but doesn't find anything from the captain.  He would have to follow up with him later.::

Arcadia - OPS Lt. JG Alenis says:
COM: Yard: Roger that, Captain.

Yard - CEO Lt Takor says:
::Grins back:: CO: Understood Sir ::Goes to a console:: CO: As you can see I've set the teams to working at these priority points to ensure we can mate the two halves effectively

Arcadia - CIV Nyira says:
::still very nervous around people but knows she needs to be around someone if she is going to get better:: EO: sure have a seat. ::motions across the table:: 

Yard - CEO Lt Takor says:
::Points at the diagram at the proper points::

Yard - CO Capt Bodine says:
CEO: Lets go see the power core here. We may need an upgrade to support the phasers. And the CTO want's ato see an ejection detach option too and that means I want to eventually add thrusters to the dock. Id hate to eject it and have the dock just float away uncontrolled. You know ? I realize thrusters are going to take time to properly place. So we can add them later but they need to be added to the overall plan.

Arcadia - EO Lt Peterson says:
::sits down across room from Nyira, being sure not to get too close:: CIV: I know everyone asks this and you don't want to answer, but, how are you doing?

Yard - CO Capt Bodine says:
COM: Arcadia: OPS: We will keep you posted let me know if the Anderson or Trinneer comes back. Glad Comms are working at least. 

Yard - CEO Lt Takor says:
::Thinks about it::CO: I can make sure we leave the connectors open for thrusters, it wouldn't take a lot at that point to install full thrusters just time but it would mean it can wait until after connection. The auto ejection and manual ejection systems are already planned for::Moves toward the power core, still speaking:: 



Command - Host Adm Regnum says:
GLOBAL ACTION: Suddenly, there is a bright flash of light seen by everyone on the station and the drydock.  Primary power on both the station and the Dry Dock blinks out, emergency lighting comes on, but all communications are dead, all consoles are offline.

PAUSE
Time Lapse: None




